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The much-anticipated sequel to
the Alan Kane classic Scrambles
in the Canadian Rockies, this
bookcontains approximately 60
new scrambles in Waterton,
Castle- Crown and Kananaskis.

Island Alpine Select The
Mountaineers Books
Snowy peaks, icy glaciers,
glittering lakes, and alpine
meadows: Answer the call
of the wild with Moon
Canadian Rockies. Inside
you'll find: Strategic, flexible
itineraries in the national
parks, including a two-week
Canadian Rockies road trip
The best hikes in the
Canadian Rockies: Find the
right trek for you with details
on length, elevation gains,
difficulty levels, and
trailheads Can't-miss
outdoor experiences: Hike
to incredible vistas and try
to spot moose, bighorn
sheep, wolves, and black
bears. Soak in a natural hot
spring after a day on the
slopes or wander through
meadows of colorful
wildflowers. Ride across the
Columbia Icefield in an Ice
Explorer, float through the
sky in a mountain gondola,

coverage of gateway towns
Background information on
the landscape, culture,
history, wildlife, and
environment In-depth
coverage of Banff National
Park, Kootenay National
Park, Yoho National Park,
Jasper National Park,
Waterton Lakes National
Park, and nearby cities of
Banff, Canmore, Jasper,
Calgary, Radium Hot
Springs, Golden, and
Kananaskis Country With
Moon's practical tips and
local insight, you can
experience the best of the
Canadian Rockies. Hitting
the road? Try Moon U.S.
and Canadian Rockies Road
Trip. Focusing on the parks?
Check out Moon Best of
Glacier, Banff, and Jasper.
About Moon Travel Guides:
Moon was founded in 1973
to empower independent,
active, and conscious travel.
We prioritize local
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mountaineer David B Bethell is
determined to summit the
Himalayan peak, Mt Manaslu,
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other suffering children. Drawn
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to go, what to do, where to
jewel of Canada's national detailed maps throughout
stay, and how to get around
parks. Explore the best of it Expertise and Know-How
with Moon Banff National
from seasoned explorer and Full-color photos and detailed
maps and directions, including
Park. Inside you'll find:
Banff local Andrew
driving times and mileage InFlexible Itineraries: Unique Hempstead Find your
depth coverage of Banff
and adventure-packed ideas adventure in Banff National
National Park, Kootenay
for day hikers, winter
Park with Moon. Exploring
National Park, Yoho National
visitors, families with kids,
more of Canada's great
Park, Jasper National Park,
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Waterton Lakes National Park,
Best Hikes in Banff: Detailed Canadian Rockies. Hitting
and nearby gateway cities of
trail descriptions, individual the road? Try Moon
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trail maps, mileage and
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Calgary, Radium Hot Springs,
Invermere, Golden, and
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Ride over the snow in a
environment With Moon
Find Your Adventure with
horse-drawn sleigh or
Canadian Rockies' practical
Moon Travel Guides! Snowy
through the sky in a
tips, myriad activities, and an
peaks, icy glaciers, glittering
mountain gondola. Follow
insider's view on the best
lakes, and alpine meadows:
the vast network of hiking
answer the call of the wild with things to do and see, you can
trails along glacial valleys
plan your trip your way.
Moon Canadian Rockies.
and discover alpine lakes
Expanding your trip? Try Moon
Strategic, flexible itineraries
and spectacular vistas. Soak from day hikes to a two-week Vancouver & Canadian
in a natural hot spring, treat Canadian Rockies road trip,
Rockies Road Trip. Sticking to
one park? Check out Moon
yourself at a luxurious
designed for outdoor
Banff National Park or Moon
mountain resort, or discover adventurers, families, winter
the park's history at one of sports enthusiasts, and more Glacier National Park.
Banff's excellent museums. Activities and ideas for every Suffering Up Manaslu The
Mountaineers Books
traveler: Hike to incredible
Grab a cup of coffee at a
Fifty Favorite Climbs: The
local shop, or experience the vistas and try to spot moose,
Ultimate North American Tick
bighorn sheep, and black
town's classic après-ski
List celebrates the
bears. Ride over a glacier in
nightlife How to Get There:
an Ice Explorer, float through accomplishments of today's
Up-to-date information on
the sky in a mountain gondola, most talented and prolific
gateway towns, park
or white-water raft down rivers climbers. Based on in-person
entrances, park fees, and
interviews by climbing
of snowmelt. Browse the
tours Where to Stay: From museums and boutiques of
journalist Mark Kroese, it
showcases each climber's allcampgrounds and rustic
downtown Banff, or go
time favorite route. These are
horseback riding though the
lodges to sprawling ski
resorts, find the best spots to Tonquin Valley. Indulge in fine climbs each considers to be
French cuisine and spend the ultra classic. Climbs they
kick back, both inside and
night in a luxurious mountain recommend to their closest
outside the park Planning
friends. Climbs they repeat
lodge, or fish for your own
Tips: When to go, what to
fresh dinner and camp under just for fun. These are "the
pack, safety information, and
climbs to do," and they are
the stars Local insight from
how to avoid the crowds,
collected here to inspire you.
Canadian Rockies expert
with full-color photos and
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fifty classic rock and alpine
routes in fifty chapters. Each
chapter creates the complete
climbing experience in four
parts: a revealing climber
profile, including a summary of
his or her greatest
accomplishments, insights into
training regimes and climbing
philosophies, and personal
anecdotes; the story behind
the climb and why it is that
climber's favorite - recounting
some of the greatest moments
and dramatic ascents of this
generation; a detailed route
description provided by the
climber, most including a
personal "topo" map (many
published here for the first
time); and full-color photos by
Corey Rich, Galen Rowell,
Bradford Washburn, Gordon
Wiltsie, and others among the
"who's who" of outdoor
photographers.

and boulder climbs and
the many and reward the
single and multi-pitch
few. Many of the big faces
traditional climbs. The
were climbed between the
book also includes 500
1960s and 1990, the
colour photographs, maps, golden age of alpinism in
and comprehensive
the Rockies. The men and
information for planning a women who first were part
trip to the area.
of that set high standards.
The 11,000ers of the
Future alpinists read old
Canadian Rockies Rocky
journals and guidebooks,
Mountain Books Ltd
hoping to experience what
Fred Beckey's 100 Favorite
North American Climbs is the the alpine "pioneers" did.
magnum opus of the greatest For most, the Rockies
require a certain edge that
American climber of the past
century. Fred’s intimate,
comes with age,
detailed knowledge of the
humiliation and failure.
mountains and climbs he
Perhaps the ones who
chronicles here create an
drink the most whisky,
unparalleled guidebook and
must-have for every climber’s dream of the biggest
bookshelf – as well as a great peaks and sleep with
read for any armchair
snowballs in their hands
adventurer. Filled with handare the ones rewarded
drawn climbing topos, photos,
with the momentary
Lonely Planet British
narrative description, side
Columbia & the Canadian notes and 40 extra climbs of triumph of coming to a
draw with one of these
note in each of the eight
Rockies FriesenPress
geographical regions. This is mountains. This is not a
A comprehensive
guidebook to climbing and the guide for every climber’s guidebook. Rather, it is a
bookshelf.
narrative history by the
bouldering in the Squamis
Scrambles in the
people who risked life and
h/Cheakamus/Whistler/Pe
Canadian Rockies Rocky limb to establish these
mberton area of British
Mountain Books Ltd
long, difficult and
Columbia. The book
Over the past 100 years, sometimes scary climbs.
includes over 1,500 routes
climbers have been
Snowshoeing in the Canadian
in all of the major climbing
pushing standards in the Rockies Gordon Soules Book
areas of the region,
Canadian Rockies. From Publishers
including Murrin Park,
long alpine ridges to steep Artist and photographer Glen
Shannon Falls, the
Boles has climbed extensively
north faces, the Rockies
all over North America and in
Malamute, the Chief,
are synonymous with
Europe, but his first love is the
Slhanay (the Squaw),
cutting-edge ascents.
Canadian Rockies, where he
Smoke Bluffs, and
Peaks such as Robson,
has summited over 450 peaks,
Cheakamus Canyon.
Chephren, Kitchener, the often by a difficult new route.
Every style of climbing is
Twins and Alberta elude Many were first ascents. Over
covered, including sport
the years Glen has become
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familiar with all facets of
was drawn to the warden
climbing, from expedition
service, doing avalanche
climbing to mountain rescue.
control and forecasting in
Boles' interest in photography
and drawing has enriched his Rogers Pass, with the
backcountry of northern
mountain experiences and
Jasper, Yoho National
made him well known
throughout the North American Park and Field, BC,
climbing community. Although eventually becoming the
his work has appeared in many
stage for many
publications, this is the first
memorable, humorous,
book devoted totally to his
tragic and life-affirming
black-and-white art.

Fifty Classic Climbs of
North America Moon
Travel
An inspiring, humorous
and adventure-packed
mountain memoir that
takes the reader on a
journey into western
Canada's backcountry
parks during the raucous
1960s and 1970s. Born in
the west but raised initially
in the east, Dale Portman
was eight years old when
his family headed back to
the land of the Rockies.
Growing up in Calgary, he
was introduced to the
Rocky Mountains at an
early age and as a young
man eventually found
work in Banff National
Park, where he spent
most of his time in the
saddle while working for
outfitter Bert Mickle,
based out of Skoki Lodge
near Lake Louise. Jobs in
the local tourist industry
and at a couple of ski hills
followed. Eventually Dale

moments. The Green
Horse takes the reader on
a journey through a time
when our mountain
national parks were less
touristy and more
substantive. When there
was space for everyone to
enjoy without having to
line up and there was a
sense of freedom and
adventure in the air.
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